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April 2,  DJIA 10470.59; PTI 5415; A-D Ratio +16.35
April 8,  DJIA 10442.03; PTI 5406; A-D Ratio +15.90
April 16,  DJIA 10451.97; PTI 5399; A-D Ratio +15.19
S&P Yield:  1.67%        S&P p/e:  23.28
Gold 50-Day MA:   409.20
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DEBT — First, what’s happening — and I’m not talking about
the markets, I’m talking about the fundamentals.  I’ve been
talking about the monster edifice of debts in the US — debts
in the cities, the counties, the states, the corporations — con-
sumer debt, mortgage debt, credit card debt, you name it, you
look anywhere, and all you see is debt.  The nation is up to its eyeballs in debt.

Recently the government reported that consumer prices rose 0.6 percent in March, the fourth straight increase.  This is
inflation at an annualized rate of 6 percent.  The bond market had already suspected as much, and it didn’t like it.  Rising
levels of debts tend to be inflationary.  But at some point, rising debt levels reach a peak, and next — the edifice of debt
topples over.  At that point the debts become deflationary.

Do you remember a few weeks ago I made a strange statement?  I said that the US’s huge mountain of debt amounts to a
“synthetic short position” against the dollar.  What does that really mean?  It means that to pay off debt you need dollars.
Much of the US debt (thanks to the Fed’s 1% short rates) has been built on a structure of low rates.  But now, with rates
rising, we’re beginning to see a squeeze on debt, particularly on variable-rate mortgages.  This is setting off a rush to raise
dollars.

You can’t print dollars the way the Fed does.  So to raise dollars what do you do?  To raise dollars you’ve got to borrow
more or you’ve got to sell something, and by something I mean “anything” of value.  So I believe what we’re seeing now is
the very beginning of a LIQUIDATION of assets.  If it’s got a market, it’s being sold.  We’re seeing the early beginning of
a move to raise dollars — to raise dollars to carry, to finance, and to pay off debt.  Debt’s “short position” against dollars
is beginning to operate.  Commodities, stocks, bonds, anything that is liquid is being sold to raise dollars.

How about gold and silver? Gold is cash, but over the last few days gold is being sold as a commodity.  This is stupid, but
it’s happening.  I never argue with the markets, even when I believe they’re being irrational and emotional.

Silver may be a different story.  Silver is a chameleon.  In an inflation, silver becomes a “precious metal,” and a monetary
metal, and silver goes up with inflation.  But in a deflationary situation silver is viewed as an industrial metal.  In a deflation-
ary environment, silver is not, as in the case of gold, viewed as money.   If we’re going into a deflationary economic
collapse, holding gold doesn’t worry me.  But holding silver would worry me.

Anyway, above are some of the fundamentals that I see operating in the economy.  How about the markets themselves?
The chart on page 2, I believe, is one of the keys to the situation.  This is a chart of the 30-year Treasury bond, and as the
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price of this bond declines, long-term interest rates rise.  The chart doesn’t need much explaining.  What we see here is a
type of “head-and-shoulders top,” with a subtle “left shoulder” being formed during February and March, then a rise to a
“head” during March and April, and most recently a very weak “right shoulder,” and then a big break.  The break has taken
the bond below both its 50-day and 200-day moving averages.  This has pushed long interest rates up to a high for the
year. The “bond vigilantes” have arrived. They always do when they fear inflation coming to the surface.

CHARTS — I include charts
on my daily website — some-
times daily charts and sometimes
weekly charts.  A few days ago
I wrote that Jack Dreyfuss,
who started the famous
Dreyfuss Fund, preferred
weekly charts over the dailies.
A number of subscribers asked
me for references.  In the book,
“The Lion of Wall Street “
(Regnery Publishing) page 116,
Jack Dreyfuss writes, “I have
used weekly bar charts, posted
daily, from my beginnings in Wall
Street.  I found these best for
me.  Daily charts gave too many
opinions, monthly charts didn’t
give enough.  So weekly charts,
posted daily, and looked at
daily, were what we used.

“We had 600 of them made up,
on a large scale.  I didn’t try to
squeeze opinions out of the
charts.  Perhaps 5 percent of the

time a chart position formed, which based on my experience, indicated the stock was a probable buy or sale (in those days
funds were not permitted to sell short).  Then we acted, even then we made enough mistakes to satisfy ourselves.  When
the stock didn’t act as we expected, we took our loss.  We didn’t want to become what we called ‘involuntary investors’.”

Last night while having dinner over a steak (I eat a steak about once a month), I was thinking, “How can anyone be buying
today’s stocks that are selling at 20 to 50 times earnings — stocks that are yielding almost nothing?  Back in the ’40s and
’50s we wouldn’t think of buying a stock that sold at 20 times earnings with little or no yield.  How can sentiment have
changed so drastically?”

And I guess you have to harken back to Bob Dylan’s song, “The times are a-changin’.”  Yep, they certainly are changing.
For one thing, we now have thousands of mutual funds that are in the business of handling “other people’s money.”  And the
money keeps coming in.  These funds want to be fully invested in stocks and largely out of cash.  And the fund money just
continues to pour in.

In January, for instance, US registered equity funds took in a massive $40.7 billion in new money.  An estimated $30.5
billion came into the funds during February.  Think about it — $71 billion coming into mutual funds during January and
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February alone — that’s a lot
of cash coming into the stock
market.  Nothing like this ever
happened during the ’40s or
’50s or ’60s.

So over the years the con-
cept of real values has sort of
slipped away, lost in a
dreamy, shimmering ocean of
cash.  Of course, the other
side of the coin is that almost
everything is now overvalued.
Designer pocketbooks and
bags at $2000 to $5000, cars
in the $50,000 to over
$100,000 range, houses all
over the lot at a million dol-
lars and up, commodities
through the roof, medical and
college costs in the “hereaf-
ter,” dinners at good restau-
rants at $50 to $75 a piece,
cocktails at $6 and $8 a shot,
fancy breads at $5 a loaf and

gas at $2.50 a gallon.  To old-timers like Richard Russell, it’s a different world than the one I knew.  It’s rampant inflation
and a virtual collapse in the purchasing power of the dollar.

How about life on the farms?  Corn was 1.93 in April 2002.  Corn is now 3.30.  Soy beans were 4.21 in December 2001
— beans are now 10.16.  Wheat was 2.79 in April 2003.  Wheat is now 4.15.  Talk about rising prices, you’re seeing
them.

So maybe stocks selling at 25, 35, 50 times earnings and yielding nothing are par for the course.  Or maybe the nation has
lost its collective mind in a virtual blizzard of  Federal Reserve Notes — paper that we laughingly call dollars.  The irony is
that we call gold or real money “a speculation,” and at the same time we call irredeemable dollars “real money.”

As I see it, we’re living through a mere “minute” in history, at a time when the nation has lost it’s economic compass.  There
have been other periods like this one in the past, and in due time economic sanity returns — usually with a vengeance.  I’ve
lived long enough to see a few of these “moments of madness,” and I’ve also seen a few of their aftermaths.  Nevertheless,
each period is different, and each era seems to bring about vast changes to the nation.  Let’s face it, the times are a-
changin’.

So “What’s it all about, Alfie?”  It’s about inflation, big-time inflation, and the collapse of the purchasing power of paper
currencies across the face of the globe.

Consider this — the US Dollar Index stood at a high of 120.80 in January 2000.  The Dollar Index today stands at 90.10.
This represents a decline of 25%, and that’s just the value of the dollar against the other major currencies.  But the fact is
that all paper currencies have been losing purchasing power — the US dollar has merely performed worse than most.
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As I see it, we’re at a juncture where the force of massive debts (deflationary) are pitted against the forces of massive Fed-
generated inflation.  The confronting of these two forces is producing volatility in prices, uncertainty, erratic action, general
confusion.

For all the above reasons, I’ll be depending of my PTI to tell the market story.  On the lastest count the PTI was literally
sitting on its MA.  The action of the PTI suggests an indecisive trading range.  The beauty of the PTI is that it’s totally
objective.  It’s composed of eight indicators, each based on market action.  In its daily calculation, there’s no adjusting, no
guessing, nothing subjective.  The calculation is automatic.

It’s almost impossible for the market to trend higher when the PTI is trending lower, and it’s almost impossible for the
market to trend lower when the PTI is trending higher.   If you look at the PTI chart on page 3 (or you can bring up more
detailed PTI charts on the Home Page of  the website), you will see that it recorded a high of 5439 on February 11, 2004.
Since then there have been three consecutive lower peaks. This suggests that the height of market strength occurred on
February 11 and since then the technical structure of the market has been weakening.  Whether this weakening will
continue is what I’m interested in.  That plus, of course, whether the PTI can refrain from breaking to new lows.

I talked about weekly charts at the beginning of this section and below we see a weekly chart of the Dow.  Note that the
Dow is holding above its 40-week moving average (red line) and sitting right on its 10-week MA (blue line).  At the bottom

of the chart we see the histograms,
which have been negative and below
zero for ten weeks running.  But the
histograms are now contracting to-
ward zero.  It will be instructive to see
whether the Dow can muster enough
strength to turn the histograms posi-
tive, and if so how far the Dow can
carry on the upside.  Of course, if the
histograms turn down again prior to
climbing above zero, that will be a very
bearish turn of events.

WHAT I SEE — In this business, I
don’t call ‘em the way I want ‘em, I
call them the way I see them.  And
here’s what I see.

First, consumers are continuing to
spend — big time.  Retail sales in
March rose 1.8%, the biggest increase
in a year.  US consumer spending was
led by purchases of autos, furniture and
building materials.

Second — inflation is running wild.  This from a recent  San Diego Union  headline, “Median Housing Price Hits
Record in County — San Diego County’s housing market, far from settling down, heated up last month to reach a record
median price of $424,000, up nearly 17 percent from a year ago.  Meanwhile, prices for resale condos rose even more, up
24 percent.  This from the front page of a recent  LA Times — “Home Prices in LA Soar at Record Rate.  The median
leaps 29 percent to $375,000 in March as Buyers Scurry to Act Before Interest Rates Rise.”
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Third  —  as I reported recently, the dollar has been rising against all the major currencies.  The dollar’s new-found strength
began in February.   The strong dollar has hit the precious metals hard.  The dollar opened 105 points higher this morning
(4/13/04) with the euro down 140 points and closing in on 119.  The strong dollar hit the precious metals like a slap in the
face.  At the opening, gold was down over 12 to 407 and silver crashed 54 cents to 7.40.

The strengthening dollar hasn’t helped the bonds.  The 30-year T-bond broke wide on April 12 smashing below its 50-day
moving average. Today the long bond was down again — and less than a point above its 200-day MA, which stands at
108.05.

I’m going to give you my broad opinion on the whole picture.  I believe the upward momentum of the metals, and the stock
market is over.  I believe the bonds have topped out.  I believe interest rates are heading up, and refinancing in the housing
market is over.  I believe my original opinion on the stock market was the correct one — the stock market is in the process
of building a major top.

I’ve said that my own basic position is in cash and gold (two-thirds coins, one third gold stocks).  My reason for this
position — the old adage, “When in doubt, stay out.”   I didn’t like this wildly-overvalued stock market, I didn’t like the
fact that everybody was “unfriendly” to the dollar and was on the other side of  the equation (meaning they were in foreign
currencies).  As far as the universe of gold, I don’t trade it, I sit with it.   As for bonds, I haven’t liked bonds for months or
longer — not with the Fed hell-bent to inflate.  And inflate they are doing — nonstop.

As for the big picture, I believe the government has about “shot its load.”  Look what’s happened over the last 12 months,
and still the major stock averages have been unable to rise to new highs.

Eleven rate reductions taking short rates down to a Great Depression level of 1%.

Massive refinancing of home mortgages to the tune of $2.5 trillion in 2003.

Fed injecting over a trillion dollars in liquidity into the banking system over the last 12 months.  Over the last four weeks
we’ve seen M-3 rise $100 billion or at an annualized rate of over $1 trillion.

Massive foreign buying of US Treasuries, which has (up to now) kept long rates down.

Series of tax cuts by the Bush administration.

Weekly “happy news” propaganda from various Fed governors.

Huge government deficits which tend to stimulate the economy.

All-out spending spree by US consumers.

So what the Fed and the US government have done is to build the greatest edifice of debt ever seen by one country in
history.  And this debt continues to build.  For the US government, the debt build-up is continuing at the rate of over $13
billion a WEEK.  The current rising trend in interest rates will bear down on this ocean of debt.

This pits the forces of deflation directly against the forces of inflation.   This impending battle of inflation vs.
deflation is going to be one of the most critical economic confrontations seen in decades.  Frankly, I don’t know how it’s
going to turn out — and neither does anyone else.  In fact, I’d say 99 percent of the US population is unaware that it’s even
happening.  The inflation-deflation battle will express itself in waves — of first inflation, then deflation.
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Next Mailing:  May 12, 2004

These are two mighty forces militating towards deflation.   First  — Overproduction brought on by the entrance of China,
India and much of Asia into the global economy.  Second — Massive US and world debt which must be carried with the
help of low interest rates, if indeed this debt (particularly the US debt) can be successfully carried at all.

And of course, we have the forces of inflation working to reduce the power of overproduction and deflation via the
printing presses of the Federal Reserve and the central banks of the world.  Without the discipline of gold, the central banks
can create any amount of money they want any time they want.   However, the central banks cannot control the “bond
market vigilantes.”  When the vigilantes become frightened about inflation, they dump bonds and rates go up (which is
what’s happening now).

The price of real money, GOLD, will fluctuate wildly as the inflation-deflation battle goes on.  In the end, the great casualty
will be intrinsically worthless, paper money.  In the end, irredeemable paper money will be distrusted, and it will go down.
The only power evil has is the power to destroy itself.  I call paper money evil.  In the end, it will destroy itself as it has done
all through history.  And in the end, what I’ve warned about all along will come to pass.  “In a bear market everyone
loses, and the winner is the one who loses the least.”

Question — Russell, assuming your scenario, your predictions, come true, what do we do?

Reply — I wish I had the perfect answer.  But I don’t.  My instinct tells me at this stage of the game, be in dollars and gold
coins.  Why gold coins?  Because only gold coins are “bankrupt proof.”  Why dollars?  Because at this time, the trend is up
for the dollar.  Remember, the greatest debt edifice in history has, so far, been “held up” by manipulated low interest rates.
And now that’s beginning to change.

And there is that little-understood thesis that I mentioned at the start of this letter.  Debt is a “synthetic short position”
against the dollar.  You need dollars to pay off debt.  As things stand, everybody’s got debt, and nobody’s got liquidity,
which in the US is dollars.  If a real squeeze on debt materializes, we could see a panic for dollars.  The first broad wave
of bear market deflation will see a panic for dollars.  The second broad wave of the bear market could see a collapse of
paper money and a panic for real money — gold.

INVESTMENT POSITION – I don’t know how many of my subscribers follow the McClellan
Oscillator, but this Oscillator provides good measurements of market oversold or overbought
conditions. The Oscillator is based on the juxtaposition of two exponential moving averages.
During February and March this Oscillator made five stabs into oversold territory, meaning that
based on breadth this market was very oversold.  On this basis, the odds would now be high that
the stock market should rally.  In fact, last Thursday and Friday we did see rallies with the Dow
up 19 points on Thursday and 54 points Friday.

Since the McClellan Oscillator has been so deep in oversold territory, you’d think that now was the time for a sustained
rally.  Maybe so, but I’m advising my subscribers to skip any market rally that materializes in the days ahead.  I say this
because I believe that what we’re seeing now is simply the evolution of a major stock market top.  The action of my PTI
strongly suggests a top, with its series of declining peaks.  The bonds appear to have topped out, which will put pressure on
the stock market.  New lows on the NYSE have been creeping up while new highs have dropped back below 150.

Yes, there’s a lot of cross-current here, but people are still stubbornly bullish, and large sums of money are continuing to
pour into the mutual funds.  I adhere to the time-honored Wall Street warning – WHEN IN DOUBT, STAY OUT.  At
present I have plenty of doubts, and I am advising my subscribers to “Stay Out” of this market.   In fact, I suggest that you
get as liquid as you can, putting most of your liquid assets in Treasury bills – that along with a position in gold (two thirds of
your gold position in gold coins and one third in gold stocks).


